CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE USE OF FORENSIC GENETIC GENEALOGY TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFYING AUSTRALIA'S UNKNOWN HUMAN REMAINS
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Each Australian state and territory has legislation creating the office of the Coroner and requiring an inquest where there is doubt as to a person’s identity.1 New DNA technology has opened up additional avenues of inquiry for coroners seeking to establish the identity of recovered human remains.

With it being estimated that there are 500 unidentified human remains in Australia2, there is significant potential in techniques such as forensic genetic genealogy. While many genealogy providers are based in the United States or Europe, Australians are keen users of these tools, so with public awareness of the possible uses of their DNA submitted to public genealogy databases, there is potential to find family members of deceased, unknown or missing Australians by searching these tools.

If remains are successfully identified using an overseas provider, legal and ethical concerns may arise. Legislation in some Australian states provides privacy protection to deceased persons for up to 30 years. Uploading genetic information to an offshore provider could also constitute the release of official information. Requests by next of kin for access to whole genome sequencing data of the deceased also raises policy considerations.

Developing a framework for the more effective management and identification of human remains in Australia needs to leverage new DNA technology, best practice and potentially a Center of Excellence model. The addition of a forensic genetic genealogy service may offer new investigative leads, with scope for international collaboration and development of standards for the coronial use of forensic genetic genealogy.
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1 For example, Coroner Act (NSW), s27(c)